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ARC Ratings has assigned final long-term rating to the Class A Notes of BCC NPLS 2022 S.R.L 

* CAPPED AT THE RATE DESCRIBED BELOW AND FLOORED AT ZERO. 

The rating was assigned by ARC Ratings, S.A. and endorsed by ARC Ratings (UK) Limited in accordance with Statutory 

Instrument 2019 nº 266 - The Credit Rating Agencies (EU Exit). 
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ISSUER TRANCHE SIZE SPREAD RATING CLASS RATING OUTLOOK 

BCC NPLs 2022 S.r.l 
Senior Notes 
Class A 

EUR 142M 
6M* Euribor 

+0.5% 
Non-Performing 

Loan 
BBB(sf) Stable 

BCC NPLs 2022 S.r.l 
Mezzanine Notes 
Class B 

EUR 19.5M 
6M Euribor 

+9.5% 
Non-Performing 

Loan 
NR NR 

BCC NPLs 2022 S.r.l 
Junior Notes 
Class J 

EUR 6.5M 15% + VR 
Non-Performing 

Loan 
NR NR 
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 TRANSACTION OVERVIEW 

This transaction is a cash securitisation of non-performing loans (NPLs) contracts originated in Italy. The portfolio includes non-performing loans originated by 

71 bank institutions (see appendix). ARC Ratings currently does not rate the listed banks. This transaction is an Italian Government GACS transaction. 

The portfolio includes non-performing loans with a Gross Book Value (GBV) of EUR 644.5 million. The cut-off date of the portfolio is 31 December 2021 for the 78.5% of 

the pool, while the remaining 21.5% is between 31/03/2022, 06/04/2022 and 15/04/2022. The maturity of the notes is 31 January 2047. The secured part of the portfolio 

is made up of mainly residential (45.2%) and commercial/industrial (35.9%) properties in Italy. 

The capital structure includes 3 classes of notes that amortize sequentially, Senior Class A is rated by ARC, the interest payment of Class B will rank senior to the 

principal payments of Class A: 

- if the Cumulative Collection Ratio and the PV Profitability Ratio are below 90% of the business plan. 20% of the servicing fees will be subordinated to Senior Class A 

- if the Cumulative Collection Ratio and the PV Profitability Ratio are above or equal 90% and below 95% of the business plan, 10% of servicing fees will be 

subordinated to Senior Class A 

- if the Cumulative Collection Ratio and the PV Profitability Ratio are above or equal 95% and below 100% of the business plan, 5% of servicing fees will be 

subordinated to Senior Class A 

The rating of the Class A Note relates to the timely payment of interest and ultimate repayment of principal. 

RATING RATIONALE 

The main rating drivers are ARC’s expected recoveries from the asset portfolio, their timing and the initial collection amount, already collected (EUR 1.15million). ARC 

has analysed not only the Italian macroeconomic situation but the specifics of the real estate market to derive its assumptions. Another relevant rating driver is the 

special servicers historical records and its experience with these type of assets. Counterparty risk analysis was performed following the Global Structured Finance 

Criteria (September 2021). 

The rating considers the different credit enhancement mechanisms providing protection to the rated notes: The cash reserves, the interest rate hedging agreement 

and the subordination triggers. The counterparty analysis has mainly been driven by the analysis of the counterparties below: 

- doNext S.p.A. (Master Servicer) 
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- doValue S.p.A. (Special Servicer, ReoCo Asset Manager, ReoCo Corporate Servicer Provider) 

- Zenith Service S.p.A. (Monitoring Agent) 

- Banca Finanziaria Internazionale S.p.A. (Representative of Noteholders, Corporate Services Provider, Calculation Agent, Backup Servicer) 

- BNP Paribas Securities Services, Milan Branch (Account Bank, Cash Manager, Agent Bank and Principal Paying Agent, Cap Counterparty) 

- Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A. (Swap Counterparty) - rated BBB by Fitch; Baa1 by Moody’s B and BB by S&P 

To assess the counterparties, ARC has considered its own assessment complemented with 3rd party assessments. 

ARC has applied a different type of analysis to each class of the non-performing loans, they were classified as secured and unsecured. The recoveries were 

calculated based on the appraisal values provided by the special servicer. For the secured portion, these recoveries were haircut based on the liquidity, historical 

value declines and the view of ARC on the Italian real estate market. For the unsecured exposures we used the historical data provided by the special servicer plus 

ARC’s proprietary data. We calculated a base-case scenario that was then stressed according to the class’s respective target rating levels, considering the weighted 

average seasoning of the portfolio of 3.8 Years as of today and 3.4 as of the cut-off date. 

TRANSACTION STRENGHTS 

Cash Reserve: A cash reserve representing 3.0% of the total outstanding balance of Class A (EUR 4.26 Mn.), protects the transaction from temporary cash shortfalls, 

covering senior expenses and interest on Class A. The reserve is financed through a limited recourse loan that will be repaid proportionally to the Class A principal 

payments and ranks senior to Class A and B payments in the waterfall. The cash reserve would be sufficient to pay approximately 10 periods of the Class A interest 

payments at the maximum cap rate. 

Relatively high portion of real estate assets with updated valuations: 72.6% of the properties included in the secured non-performing loans segment have a 

valuation date within 2021 – 2022, while 11.2% were valued during 2020, and the remaining 16.2% between 2003 and 2019. 

Properties and Debtors’ location: In terms of GBV value, 45.5% of the debtors are located in the North of Italy, with 20.8% concentrated in Lombardia. The properties 

follow a similar distribution, with 40.4% located in the northern regions, showing the concentration of 15.7% in Lombardia. ARC considers that the economic conditions 

and courts speed tends to be better in the northern Italian regions. The unsecured part shows a more uniform distribution, in terms of GBV value, 38.9% of this fraction 

of the portfolio resides in the northern regions of the country, with the highest concentration of 20.1% in Lombardia 38.3% is located in the centre and the remaining 

22.8% is spread in the southern regions and the islands. Italy’s northern regions are characterized by more active economic activities and more efficient financial 
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system than in the rest of the country. 

Historical data received from the special servicer: ARC received from the special servicer (doValue) specific data that provided a foundation for the analysis of 

the timing and level of the recovery rates for both the secured and the unsecured part of the portfolio. The information includes more than 100,000 data points that 

also include information of the property type, legal procedures and location of the properties. 

Interest rate cap: The SPV has entered into an interest rate cap spread mechanism with Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A that allows the SPV to receive the difference between 

6 months Euribor and the strike price. The notional covers the balance of Class A Notes and amortizes as defined at closing. The 6m Euribor cap increases to 2.0% 

at closing in January 2034. 

Real estate recovery: ARC considers that the post-pandemic recovery will reach the Italian real estate market in the next 3 to 5 years. However, the positive effects 

of the recovery might be partially offset by the current international tensions and market’s volatility. 

Business plan and senior notes protection through performance triggers: ARC was provided with a detailed business plan from each of the special servicers 

included in the transaction. Each of the business plans included a detailed disclosure of the forecasted gross and net income, as well as the different levels of fees 

in the waterfall when applicable. The transaction documentation includes provisions for the underperformance of the special servicer that increase the available 

funds to repay Class A Notes at a faster pace. 

Performance Incentives for the Special Servicer: Historically special servicers have outperformed the recoveries when the originator services the portfolio. The fee 

structure is designed to generate an alignment of interest between the special servicer and the transaction noteholders. 

Portfolio Granularity: in GBV terms the top 1, 5 and 10 borrowers represent 2.6%, 8.4% and 12.3% of the portfolio, located evenly over the peninsula. The borrowers 

over EUR 200,000 are 11.2% of the total portfolio which shows a relatively higher granularity than other NPL transactions. 

TRANSACTION WEAKNESSES 

Real estate market liquidity risks: ARC has considered the risk of fire sale (specifically for each different asset type) in the analysis. This is one of the main sources 

of stresses applied to the transaction. 

Appraisal Uncertainty: After repossession, the value of the properties can suffer a further adjustment due to continued deterioration of the asset which makes the 

appraisal value more volatile than in other cases. 
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High proportion of commercial/industrial properties during a post – pandemic period: Commercial/Industrial assets represent 35.9% of the portfolio in terms of 

GBV. ARC has stressed the property values according to its methodology and taken into account the pandemic/post – pandemic situation for these type of 

properties (one of the main affected asset type by the Covid-19 situation). 

Costs incurred by the issuer in relation to the property acquisition: Property maintenance may increase if the time between the repossession of the asset and the 

sale of the same, some assets may even see this time further increased by properties needing a change of administrative status (for example from residential to 

commercial) depending also on the location of the asset. 
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 ASSET CHARACTERISTICS AND ANALYSIS 

CHARACTERISTICS 

The non-performing loans portfolio of assets has been classified into two segments, secured and unsecured claims. The secured claims include residential, 

commercial/industrial and other type of properties. The following description is based on the portfolio that ARC received from the transaction arranger with the 

related cut-off date. 

The Portfolio 

Exhibit 1 shows that 66.7% of the borrowers present in the portfolio are secured and 33.3% of the portfolio are unsecured claims. In Exhibit 2, the split by borrower type 

shows the predominance of corporate borrowers (81.5%) compared to the individual part (18.5%). The numbers for both Exhibits are based on the percentage of 

GBV of the portfolio. 

  

33.3%

66.7%

EXHIBIT 1 - Portfolio by Assets Type

Unsecured Senior Secured

28.7%

71.3%

EXHIBIT 2 - Portfolio by Borrower Type

Individual Corporate
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Seasoning of the Unsecured Part of the NPL Portfolio 

In ARC’s view and based on the historical data provided by the 

special servicer, recoveries are typically higher in the early years 

following default (before tapering). Therefore, the default date of 

each unsecured asset of the portfolio is important to derive the 

recovery rate assumption. In Exhibit 3 we can see the split by year of 

default of the unsecured NPLs in the portfolio. The majority of the 

loans defaulted in 2021 and reducing to 11% in 2022. 

In Exhibit 4 the split by borrower’s legal proceeding shows that 14.4% 

of the secured NPL borrowers are in a foreclosure process, while most 

of them (79.7%) are in bankruptcy procedure, based on the total 

number of open procedures. 

Exhibit 5 describes the portfolio by legal stage of the borrower. 35.9% 

are in the initial stage while 7.1% are in the court distribution stage, Auction and CTU are 16.2% and 40.8% respectively, based on the total number of open procedures. 

Exhibit 6 shows the geographic distribution of the portfolio including all liens. 88.4% of the secured NPL portfolio is split in between northern and central Italy. Courts 

located in the northern regions tend to have shorter resolution times than central and southern regions in Italy. These numbers were calculated based on the real 

estate valuation (REV). 

Exhibit 7 shows the geographic distribution of the portfolio including all liens. The majority of the secured NPL portfolio is split between northern and central Italy, with 

39.6% and 44.8% in the north and centre respectively. Courts located in the northern regions tend to have shorter resolution times than central and southern regions 

in Italy. These numbers were calculated based on the number of properties in the portfolio. 
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EXHIBIT 4 - Legal Procedures
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EXHIBIT 5 - Stage of Legal Procedure 
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 MAIN COUNTER PARTIES 

ORIGINATORS 

The originators of the NPL loans are 71 banks (Appendix), with the majority begin part of the Gruppo Bancario Cooperativo Iccrea. ARC does not rate any of the 

financial institutions under the Gruppo Bancario Cooperativo Iccrea umbrella. 

In 2019 the Iccrea Cooperative Banking Group is born after the reverse merger of Iccrea Banca and Iccrea Holding, the Group currently holds 142 financial institutions 

including the “Banche di Credito Cooperative” (“BCCs”) and other companies of the ex-Gruppo Bancario Iccrea. The BCC are a legal form of cooperative societies, 

they are extended all across the Italian territory. The BCC system has more than 200 years of continuous operation. 

SPECIAL SERVICER 

The special servicer for the transaction is doValue S.p.A., based in Verona Italy. In June 2019, doValue withdrew its banking license to become a fully dedicated 

independent credit servicing and real estate platform. DoValue is the biggest servicer institution in Italy, Spain, Cyprus and Greece, with a total NPL stock of over 

EUR 270bn. 

Formerly UniCredit Credit Management Bank, in 2015 the bank was acquired by a private equity fund together with a EUR 2.4bn portfolio of NPLs. DoValue acquired 

Italfondiario during 2016, however it was already the biggest special servicer in Italy before the operation. With this acquisition, the two biggest servicers in Italy 

consolidated their position in the Italian market. In 2019, it completed the acquisition of an 85% stake in the capital of Altamira Asset Management, a prominent 

European player in the credit and real estate asset management sector, with operations in Spain, Portugal, Cyprus and Greece. 

In August 2020, doValue successfully completed the issuance of EUR 265m Senior Secured Notes at a fixed rate equal to 5% per annum, issue price equal to 98.9%, 

reserved for qualified investors. During 2019 an update of a 3 years Business Plan was presented, in order to define the new profile of doValue in light of the integration 

of Altamira and to track future Group developments in the next three years. 

Since July 2017 the doValue Group, already doBank, has been listed on the Milan Stock Exchange (MTA). 

DoValue’s recovery strategies are described in Exhibit 8. The detailed segmentation achieved by doValue is based on the work performed by their asset managers, 

with a focus on developing a loan by loan strategy to maximize their collections. Over the years doValue has developed an industrialized approach including 

external network support. DoValue splits the asset depending on their size, therefore the loan size is the main driver of the asset management model. 
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CASH MANAGER AND ACCOUNT BANK 

EXHIBIT 8 
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BNP Paribas Securities Services, Milan Branch acts as Principal Paying Agent, Agent Bank, Account Bank and Cash Manager. 

MONITORING AGENT 

Zenith Service S.p.A. is responsible for preparing and distributing the payment reports of the transaction. 

As the monitoring agent, Zenith Service S.p.A., according to the special servicing agreement, will perform the following tasks for the issuer (at each servicing report 

date): 

1. To verify the cumulative collection ratio calculated by the servicer in respect of the collection period immediately preceding and include it in the relevant 

semi-annual report. 

2. At each servicing report date, to verify the PV cumulative profitability ratio calculated by the servicer in respect of the collection period immediately preceding 

such date and include it in the semi-annual servicing report. 

The monitoring agent can convene committees where the noteholders (with the exception of the senior noteholders) are represented to decide, for example, in 

exceptional situations whether the assets can be sold at a discounted price or if the expenses for any particular asset/s can be increased. 
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 ITALIAN MACROECONOMIC SITUATION 

ARC expects the Italian economy to show a constant growth during the remaining part of this year and 2023, normalizing to pre – pandemic activities. Thanks to 

the vaccination campaign and generous fiscal support to households and firms associated with lifting of the majority of the mobility restrictions within the country, 

the economy was able to minimize the negative effect of the pandemic and sustain growth which is expected to reach 3.1% this year. However, the recovery is 

expected to lose steam next year returning to historical growth levels between 1.5% to 2%. The economy is expected to slow down under the combined pressure of 

international geopolitical tensions, imported inflation mainly related to energy and raw material prices’ volatility. 

Regarding the specific case of the sanctions against Russia, the Italian would be one of the most affected economies in Europe. Italy imports 40% for the energy 

from Russia, more than 6000 Italian firms operate in Russia generating EUR 9bn. Furthermore, Russian citizens and businesses have accumulated a debt of 

EUR 25.4bn debt with Italian banks in these recent years, of which, the servicing is currently “frozen”. The total yearly real trade between the two countries stands on 

EUR 24bn, which represents 1.5% of the Italian GDP. This percentage is likely to be higher if secondary consequences on manufacturing, export and employment will 

be taken in consideration. 

Additional pressure on the economy is represented by the termination of dismissal moratorium and the low effectiveness of the central government to implement 

structural reforms. Particularly this last factor is fundamental to access the European Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF) which could be a considerable support 

to investments and government balance. 

The driving force of GDP growth shifting from construction and manufacturing to services, consumer services and private consumptions lead the rebound this year 

and are expected to sustain the growth in 2023. Despite the economic expansion, it has to be taken in consideration that the unemployment rate is likely to remain 

9% (higher than EU average) and public intervention will be limited by the public debt servicing / reduction expenses which account for 3% of the GDP (exp.to 

increase) against the public debt that reached 155% of the GDP. 

Moodys Baa3 (stable) S&P BBB (Positive) Fitch BBB (Stable). 

COVID-19 DISCLOSURE 

The Covid-19 pandemic led to a slower performance of the courts across Italy. As recoveries on the properties from secured borrowers are highly dependent on the 

macroeconomic situation, the fact that Italy has entered a recovery phase is credit positive. Nevertheless, the rating of the Notes could be negatively affected if the 

gradual procedure of reducing restrictions will be delayed or halted by the Ministry of Health and future unforeseen circumstances. 
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  PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 

Exhibit 9 we show ARC’s gross collections vector during the life 

of the transaction, the timing of the recoveries has also been 

stressed in comparison to the one presented by the servicer in 

the business plan. The stress applied to the potential collections 

depends on the target rating levels. This vector includes the 

non-performing leases plus the NPL (secured and unsecured) 

collections. ARC’s gross collections were estimated using 

specifical data of the servicer’s past performance plus specific 

regional stresses that may affect the timing and the total level 

of collections, ARC also applied additional stresses based on 

other asset parameters (type of valuation, type of process, etc). 

At the closing of the transaction the arranger reported 3M of 

initial collections. 

For the Senior Notes analysis (BBB(sf)) the total recovery rate 

was 28.3% with a weighted average life of circa 5.3 years. For the 

secured NPL and unsecured NPL part of the portfolio the 

recovery rates were 40.6%, and 3.9% respectively. 

NPL SECURED PORTFOLIO 

ARC has calculated the gross collections vector for the secured NPL assets based on the current real estate prices of the different Italian regions, adjusting them to 

the economic cycle and the geographical distribution. The timing adjustments were based on the past performance of the respective courts, this information was 

provided to ARC by the special servicer. ARC also used the special servicer’s business plan and adjusted based on the individual characteristics of the 

non-performing loans. 

 -
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EXHIBIT 9 - Gross Cash Flows

Servicer Collections ARC Collections
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NPL UNSECURED PORTFOLIO 

ARC’s recovery assumptions for the unsecured segment of the portfolio are based on the historical performance of the special servicer. ARC considers that the 

recoveries during the first years after the default are the most relevant and therefore has adjusted its assumption to the characteristics of the portfolio. The weighted 

average default year of the unsecured segment of the portfolio is January 2017. 

ANALYSIS OF THE APPRAISALS 

The appraisals provided by the special servicer and performed by different third 

parties are the main source of information for ARC in this part of the analysis. 

79.8% of the property valuations were carried during 2021 and 2022, with more 

than 40% of them concluded in 2022. ARC has analysed the valuations on a 

property-by-property basis and adjusted the older valuations based on the 

current economic cycle and the covid 2019 market adjustments. 

For the secured NPL portfolio segment, 43.4% of the valuations were performed 

“Drive By” while 27.6% being “Desktop”, and 12.1% were A.M.V. valuations. ARC 

acknowledges the presence of other types of valuations in the portfolio and has 

adjusted its assumptions accordingly. 

ELIGIBLE LOANS 

The most relevant characteristics for the assets to be eligible for the NPL portfolio are below: 

− All of the identified borrowers are reported “in sofferenza” to the Bank of Italy by the financial originator; 

− All the Borrowers which are individuals (“persone fisiche”), (i) at the date of execution of the Financing Agreements, were resident in Italy and (ii) at the Effective 

Date, to the best of the knowledge of the relevant Financing Originator, were resident in Italy;  

− All the Borrowers, which are entities (“enti giuridici”), are all incorporated under Italian Law and have all their registered office’s in Italy; 

− The properties backing the secured assets are located in Italy; 

− The assets have to be denominated in Euros; and all assets are governed by Italian Law. 
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  STRUCTURAL FEATURES 

WATERFALL OF PAYMENTS 

A subordination event is defined as follows: 

A) The cumulative collection ratio is lower than 90% 

B) The present value cumulative profitability ratio is lower than 90% 

C) If payments of Class A interest were missed 

D) Cumulative Collection Ratio and the PV Profitability Ratio are below 90% of the business plan. 20% of the servicing fees will be subordinated to Senior Class A 

E) Cumulative Collection Ratio and the PV Profitability Ratio are above or equal 90% and below 95% of the business plan, 10% of servicing fees will be subordinated 

to Senior Class A 

F) Cumulative Collection Ratio and the PV Profitability Ratio are above or equal 95% and below 100% of the business plan, 5% of servicing fees will be subordinated 

to Senior Class A 

On each semi-annual payment date, the funds available to the issuer (i.e. collection amounts received from the portfolio, the cash reserve, and payments received 

under the interest rate cap agreement) will be used in the following simplified order of priority: 

1  Senior expenses (Running annual costs + Servicer Senior Performance Fee and Recovery Costs and Expenses); 

2  Interest on the limited recourse loan; 

4 Fees due and payable to the GACS Guarantor in relation to the GACS Guarantee; 

5 Interest on Class A notes; 

6 Replenishment of cash reserve account up to the target cash reserve amount; 

7  Principal on the limited recourse loan; 

8 Interest on Class B notes (until Subordination) -> Min (0, Eur6m) + Spread; 
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9 Principal on Class A notes; 

10 Interest on Class B notes (after Subordination) or Max(0,Eur6m) pre-subordination; 

11 Principal on Class B (Including Servicer Mezzanine Performance Fee); 

12 junior items (Including Servicer Junior Performance Fee). 

The subordination event can be cured and the waterfall would be the “pre acceleration” priority of payments. For this to happen, all the interest payments for the 

class A will have to be up to date. 

Payment dates will take place every July and January. 

The coupon on the recourse loan is 6m Euribor + 0.5%, capped at 1.5%. 

The GACS guarantee was taken into account and modelled in the analysis. 

SERVICER FEES 

ARC considers that the role of the special servicer, doValue S.p.A., in the NPL transactions has more relevance than in other types of structure finance transactions. 

In certain cases of servicer underperformance, a part of the fees will be paid on a more junior position in the waterfall of payments, this serves as an incentive for 

the special servicer and reinforces the alignment of interests within the transaction counterparties. 

The monitoring agent, Zenith Service S.p.A., will supervise the servicer’s different tasks and report potential negative behaviours that could impact the bondholder’s 

position. The experience of the servicer to repossess the assets, regularize and manage them is key to achieve the expected recoveries from the portfolio doValue 

S.p.A. provided ARC with sufficient information to analyse the aforementioned factors. 

ARC modelled the fees according to the different stresses applied to the recovery vectors. 

LIQUIDITY PROTECTION 

The transaction structure provides the Class A noteholders with extra protection through the amortizing cash reserve. This reserve of 3.0% of the outstanding balance 

of class A will be financed through a limited recourse loan provided by Iccrea Banca S.p.a “The limited recourse loan provider”. The reserve should cover for shortfalls 

in interest payments and senior expenses to the Class A interest payments. 
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The replenishment of the cash reserve takes place after the payment of interest to Class A and its expected to amortize in line with the senior notes. 

The limited recourse loan will also finance the Recovery Reserve (EUR250,000), the Retention Amount (EUR90,000) and ReoCo Reserve (EUR400,000). 

INTEREST RATE HEDGE 

Given the nature of the NPL transactions, the issuer will not receive a pre-defined interest rate while it will have to pay 6mE +0.50% on the Senior Notes. The SPV has 

entered into an interest rate cap spread mechanism with Intesa SanPaolo S.p.a. that allows the SPV to receive the difference between 6 months Euribor and the 

strike price. The notional covers the balance of Class A notes and amortizes as defined at closing. The reserve can cover up to 10 periods of A notes interest at the 

maximum cap rate. 

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

ARC has modelled the transaction using a bespoke cashflow model to mimic the transaction behaviour till maturity. Assets were modelled using our recovery 

vectors for each of the rating levels that we tested, with our haircut increasing dependent on the target rating. Following the waterfall of payments, the senior fees 

and legal expenses were modelled and stressed depending on the target rating. The cap rates were modelled using the 6-month Euribor forward curve. To achieve 

the BBB rating on the Class A Notes, the cash reserve and other sources of credit enhancement were modelled. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

In line with our European Non-Performing Loans Criteria, the 2 scenarios below were tested. 

Sensitivity Analysis Class A 

Stressed Scenario Description Rating Level 

2% additional decrease in stressed collections BBB(sf) 

5% additional decrease in stressed collections BBB-(sf) 

A 3M additional stress in the collections did not have an impact on the rating target of both Notes while a 6M additional stress has a one notch impact on the rating of the Senior Notes. 
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LEGAL STRUCTURE 

The transaction documents are governed by Italian law. The cap agreement with Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A. is governed by English Law. ARC reviewed the legal opinions 

produced for the transaction that confirm the validity, binding and enforceable nature of the documents and contracts. 

MONITORING 

ARC will permanently monitor the transaction up to its maturity using the different reports provided by Zenith Service S.p.A. and according to its European 

Non-Performing Loans Criteria. 
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 KEY TIPPING POINTS 

Positive Turning Points Negative Turning Points 

- Faster than expected recovery of the Italian real-estate market to pre 

pandemic level. 

- Macroeconomic slowdown caused by the combination of international 

geopolitical tensions, commodities market volatility, slow reforms 

implementation, end of dismissal moratorium and very high public debt. 

 RELATED CRITERIA AND RESEARCH 

This transaction was analysed using the ARC’s Global Structured Finance Criteria and the European Non–Performing Loans Criteria. 
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 APPENDIX 

LIST OF ORIGINATORS 

BANCA PER LO SVILUPPO DELLA COOPERAZIONE DI CREDITO S.P.A. E, IN FORMA ABBREVIATA 'BANCA SVILUPPO S.P.A.'CASSA DI RISPARMIO DI ASTICREDITO COOPERATIVO MEDIOCRATI - SOCIETA' 

COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI BUCCINO E DEI COMUNI CILENTANI - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACREDITO COOP.VO ROMAGNOLO - BCC DI CESENA E GATTEO - S.C.EMIL BANCA 

- CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA CENTRO-CREDITO COOPERATIVO TOSCANA-UMBRIA SOC.COOPERATIVABANCA CREMASCA E MANTOVANA - CREDITO COOPERATIVO 

- SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACREDITO COOPERATIVO FRIULI (ABBREVIATO CREDIFRIULI) - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DELL'ADRIATICO TERAMANO - SOCIETA' 

COOPERATIVABANCA DEL CATANZARESE - CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI CAGLIARI SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO 

COOPERATIVO AGRIGENTINO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVAICCREA BANCA SPAVIVAL BANCA - BANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI MONTECATINI TERME, BIENTINA E S. PIETRO IN VINCIO S.C.BANCA 

DI ANCONA E FALCONARA MARITTIMA CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA 2021 - CREDITO COPERATIVO DEL CILENTO, VALLO DI DIANO E LUCANIA - SOCIETA' 

COOPERATIVABANCA VERONESE CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI CONCAMARISE SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI ROMA SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO 

COOPERATIVO BRIANZA E LAGHI - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI ALTOFONTE E CACCAMO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI ANGHIARI E STIA - CREDITO 

COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI AVETRANA - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO PORDENONESE E MONSILE - SOCIETA' 

COOPERATIVABANCA DI PESCIA E CASCINA - CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABCC CAMPANIA CENTRO - CASSA RURALE ED ARTIGIANA - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACASSA RURALE 

ED ARTIGIANA DI BINASCO - CREDITO COOPERATIVO SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DELLE TERRE VENETE CREDITO COOPERATIVO Â¿ SOCIETÃ€ COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO 

DI BUSTO GAROLFO E BUGUGGIATE -SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACASSA RURALE ED ARTIGIANA DI CANTU' BANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO 

COOPERATIVO DI CAPACCIO PAESTUM E SERINO- SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO ABRUZZESE - CAPPELLE SUL TAVO SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO 

COOPERATIVO DI VENEZIA, PADOVA E ROVIGO - BANCA ANNIA SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACREDITO PADANO BANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACREDITO COOPERATIVO 

VALDARNO FIORENTINO BANCA DI CASCIA - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI CITTANOVA - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACREDITO COOPERATIVO RAVENNATE, FORLIVESE 

E IMOLESE SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI FILOTTRANO - CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI FILOTTRANO E CAMERANO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI PISA E FORNACETTE CREDITO COOPERATIVO 

- SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA PER AZIONILA BCC DEL CROTONESE - CREDITO COOPERATIVO SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO VALLE DEL TORTO - SOCIETA' 

COOPERATIVACHIANTIBANCA - CREDITO COOPERATIVO S.C.B.C.C. DEL GARDA - BANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO COLLI MORENICI DEL GARDA - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABCC CREDITO 

COOPERATIVO NETTUNOBANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DEL METAURO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI PACHINO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACREDITO 

COOPERATIVO CASSA RURALE ED ARTIGIANA DI PALIANO SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA VERSILIA LUNIGIANA E GARFAGNANA - CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI 

CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI PERGOLA E CORINALDO SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO VICENTINO - POJANA MAGGIORE (VICENZA) - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI 

CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI PONTASSIEVE - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACASSA RURALE ED ARTIGIANA DELL'AGRO PONTINO - BANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI 

CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI PRATOLA PELIGNA (L'AQUILA) -SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACENTROMARCA BANCA - CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI TREVISO E VENEZIA, SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA PER 

AZIONIBANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI RECANATI E COLMURANO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DELLA PROVINCIA ROMANA SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI 
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VERONA E VICENZA - CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DEL VALDARNO - CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVATERRE ETRUSCHE DI VALDICHIANA E DI 

MAREMMA - CREDITO COOPERATIVO- S.C.CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI SAN CALOGERO E MAIERATO - BCC DEL VIBONESE SOCIETA' COOPERATIVACASSA RURALE - BANCA DI CREDITO 

COOPERATIVO DI TREVIGLIO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA ALTA TOSCANA CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DON RIZZO - CREDITO COOPERATIVO DELLA SICILIA 

OCCIDENTALE - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DEI COLLI ALBANI - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO 'G. TONIOLO' DI SAN CATALDO 

(CALTANISSETTA) SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA SAN FRANCESCO CREDITO COOPERATIVO - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO SAN MICHELE DI CALTANISSETTA E 

PIETRAPERZIA - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA PER AZIONIBANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO TERRA DI LAVORO - S. VINCENZO DE' PAOLI SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA PER AZIONIRIVIERABANCA - CREDITO 

COOPERATIVO DI RIMINI E GRADARA - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVABANCA DI CREDITO 
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 DISCLAIMERS 

ARC Ratings only provides a rating of the rated securities or of the issuer and neither recommends nor will recommend how an issuer can or should achieve a particular rating outcome. A rating does not cover a potential change in laws and is 
not and cannot be regarded as an audit. Moreover, ARC Ratings is not a party to any transaction documents of the instrument/transaction it is rating. Users of our ratings should familiarise themselves with the transaction documents. ARC Ratings 
does not act as a legal, tax, financial, investment or other advisor and users should seek professional advice from appropriate third parties where necessary. 
 

ARC Ratings, S.A. is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), within the scope of the Regulation (EC) Nº 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 16 September, and 
recognised as External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI). 
ARC Ratings (UK) Limited is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority, within the scope of the Statutory Instrument Nº 266/2019, of 13 February, and recognised as ECAI. 
 

Credit Ratings assigned by ARC Ratings are independent and forward looking opinions of the relative credit risks of financial obligations issued by various entities. The credit risk is the risk that an entity may not meet its financial obligations as 
they come due i.e. the capacity and willingness of an entity/issuer to make all required interest and principal payments on a given obligation in a timely manner in accordance with its terms. Credit ratings express risk in relative rank order – they 
are an ordinal measure of credit risk whose probability of default or loss may vary through the credit cycle. They are issued using an established and defined ranking system of rating categories (rating scale). ARC’s credit ratings are determined 
using ARC’s published rating criteria. 
The rating(s) assigned by ARC Ratings in this report was/were sought by the entity whose financial commitments are being rated. 
ARC Ratings provides to the entity whose financial commitments are being rated the documents that substantiate the rating to be attributed. This entity is thus given the opportunity to clarify or correct factual details. ARC Ratings also grants the 
issuer the possibility of appealing a rating accorded by ARC as long as this appeal is supported on additional information that hasn’t been taken into account in the original rating accordance. 
ARC Ratings, S.A. historical default rates are published in the European Securities and Markets Authority Central Repository (CEREP) which can be accessed on the website cerep.esma.europa.eu/cerep-web/. It should be highlighted that ARC 
Ratings’ rating portfolio can be characterized as a “very low default portfolio” and therefore the agency’s historical defaults are not statistically significant. Default is the lack of full and timely payment of capital or interest or of the occurrence of 
any event that explicitly indicates that the future full and timely payment of those commitments will not occur (e.g., in case of insolvency). 
Ratings do not constitute a recommendation or offer or solicitation to buy or sell any investments that may be mentioned, and are only one of the factors that investors may wish to consider. The use of any rating is entirely at the user’s own risk. 
Throughout the entire period during which ratings are valid, ARC Ratings monitors the issuer’s performance via public sources and information provided by the issuer/sponsor and, if a material development occurs, ARC Ratings may bring forward 
the date of the review unless stated to be a point in time rating. the updated list of public ratings is available on the website www.arcratings.com. 
ARC Ratings’ ratings are assigned based on information, which may include confidential information, collected from a wide variety of sources which ARC Ratings believes to be reliable including from the entity being rated or whose financial 
commitments are subject to rating. ARC Ratings has adopted and implements measures aiming to ensure that, to the extent available in the circumstances, it has obtained reasonable verification of the information it uses in assigning a rating 
and that such information is from reliable sources. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if ARC Ratings is not satisfied with the quality of the information it receives it will decline to assign the rating. The according of a rating should not be viewed as a 
guarantee of the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the information relied on in connection with the rating or the results obtained from the use of such information. 
In the rating process, ARC Ratings adopts procedures and methodologies aimed at ensuring transparency, credibility and independence, and also that rating classifications are not influenced by conflicts of interest. 
 

 CONTACT DETAILS 

 

ARC Ratings (UK) Limited 

30 Churchill Place, Canary Wharf 
London E14 5RE - UNITED KINGDOM 
+44 203 927 8600 
arcratings_uk@arcratings.com 

ARC Ratings, S.A. 

Rua de São José. 35 – 1º B 
1150-321 Lisbon - PORTUGAL 
+351 21 304 11 10 
arcratings_eu@arcratings.com 

 

Rhonda Moore 

Business Development Director 

rhonda.moore@arcratings.com www.arcratings.com 

https://arcratings.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/ARC-Credit-Rating-and-Other-Analytical-Products-Definitions-and-Scales-5-Aug-2021.pdf
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